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Abstract— Due to the difficulty in generating the effective de-
scriptors which are robust to occlusion and viewpoint changes,
place recognition for 3D point cloud remains an open issue.
Unlike most of the existing methods that focus on extracting
local, global, and statistical features of raw point clouds,
our method aims at the semantic level that can be superior
in terms of robustness to environmental changes. Inspired
by the perspective of humans, who recognize scenes through
identifying semantic objects and capturing their relations, this
paper presents a novel semantic graph based approach for place
recognition. First, we propose a novel semantic graph represen-
tation for the point cloud scenes by reserving the semantic and
topological information of the raw point cloud. Thus, place
recognition is modeled as a graph matching problem. Then
we design a fast and effective graph similarity network to
compute the similarity. Exhaustive evaluations on the KITTI
dataset show that our approach is robust to the occlusion as
well as viewpoint changes and outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods with a large margin. Our code is available at:
https://github.com/kxhit/SG_PR.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) has developed rapidly, which plays a
critical role in robotic applications and autonomous driving.
Loop closure detection is an important issue in SLAM, which
refers to the ability of robots or moving vehicles to recognize
whether a place has been reached before. It is the most ef-
fective way to eliminate the cumulative odometry drift error,
helping build a more precise global map and achieve more
accurate localization. Current strategies for place recognition
are primarily based on descriptors generation and feature
distance measurement.

Research on vision-based place recognition has been in-
vestigated for a long time and many successful approaches
have been proposed [1]–[3]. Most of the image-based meth-
ods extract feature descriptors and then encode them with
methods such as bag-of-words (BoW) [1], [4], VLAD [5]
and Fisher Vector (FV) [6], [7]. The relevant scenes are
retrieved by comparing the global descriptors and measuring
the similarity among them. However, due to the interference
of external conditions such as weather, seasons, illumination,
and viewpoint changes, image-based methods are probably
failed to retrieve the correct match [8].
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Fig. 1: An illustration of place recognition. This is a reverse
loop closure in sequence 08 of KITTI detected by our
proposed approach. Note that the heading direction of frame
714 and 1499 are almost exactly the opposite, which brings a
challenge to existing methods. (Best viewed with zoom-in.)

LiDAR-based methods are recently gained widespread
attention, as they are more robust to seasons and illumi-
nation variations. Most LiDAR-based algorithms [9]–[12]
operate directly on raw point cloud data and generate local
or global descriptors by neural networks or handcrafted
design. Such methods obtain low-level features like local
structures and distributing characteristics of points, which
are sensitive to occlusion and rotation. A few segment based
approaches [13]–[15] recognize places by matching segments
that belong to partial or full objects, which can better repre-
sent dynamic situations. These methods are more related to
the way humans perceive their surroundings. However, it’s
hard to obtain the accurate and stable feature of segments
and they ignore relations among segments, which is crucial
to the scene expression.

Humans perceive the environment by distinguishing
scenes through semantic objects and their topological re-
lations. Inspired by this, we present a new approach that
converts the raw point cloud data to a novel graph represen-
tation by aggregating the semantic information. Such graph
representation retains critical information and considers the
topological relations, making the expression of the point
cloud data more efficient and comprehensible. Moreover, we
apply a learning-based graph similarity computation strategy
to solve the retrieve task instead of simply calculating the
Euclidean distances of feature vectors. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to use semantic graph represen-
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Fig. 2: The architecture of our approach. The whole framework consists of semantic graph representation and graph similarity
network. We first segment the point clouds semantically to obtain instances on raw point clouds. In addition, we aggregate the
semantic and topological information to acquire nodes and form the semantic graph. By feeding pairs of graphs into graph
similarity network composed of node embedding, graph embedding, and graph-graph interaction, we acquire a similarity
score in the range [0, 1]. FCs denotes a set of fully connected layers.

tation and graph matching for place recognition in 3D point
clouds. A demonstration of our results is displayed in Fig. 1.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

(1) Towards humanoid perception, we present a novel
semantic graph representation for 3D point cloud scenes,
which captures semantic information and models topological
relations between semantic objects.

(2) We propose an effective and efficient network to
estimate the graph matching similarity among point cloud
scenes which can be used in loop closure detection.

(3) Experiments on the KITTI odometry dataset [16] show
that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance, es-
pecially for reverse loop closure detection and the robustness
to occlusion as well as viewpoint changes.

II. RELATED WORK

The loop closure detection methods based on 3D point
cloud can be divided into the following categories: local
descriptor based methods, global descriptor based methods,
and segments based methods.

Local descriptor based methods: Spin image [17] first
generates a cylindrical coordinate system around each key
point, separates the nearby points into bins, and then encodes
a pattern of surrounding bins into a histogram. Bosse and
Zlot [18] query a constant number of nearest neighbor
votes for each keypoint from the database of local 3D
Gestalt descriptors and places with a sufficient number of
votes are determined as possible location matches. Whereas
such local keypoint features often lack descriptive power to
distinguish similar local structures and are not always reliable
for matching.

Global descriptor based methods: ESF [19] presents a
global shape descriptor using a concatenation of histograms
describing distance, angle, and area distributions on the
surface of the partial point cloud. Without extracting the
normal vectors of each point, the lack of spatial information
in these descriptors makes it hard to capture intricate details
in different clouds. M2DP [9] projects a 3D point cloud onto
multiple 2D planes and generates density signatures. The left
and right singular vectors of these signatures are then used
as descriptors for the 3D scene. However, it relies on the
distribution of all points and the performance is not satisfied
when there is a partial loss of points. LiDAR Iris [20]
extracts corresponding binary signature images from point
clouds and measure similarities by calculating hamming-
distance. PointNetVLAD [10] combines PointNet [21] and
NetVLAD [22], which is the first point cloud network to
directly handle the point cloud scenes in 3D space. But
the local feature extraction and the spatial distribution of
local features are not fully considered. SeqLPD [12] and
LPD-Net [11] extract features in both feature space and
Cartesian space, fuse the neighborhood features of each
point, and use NetVLAD to generate the global descriptors.
The above methods process a large number of raw points
and achieve unsatisfactory performance when the point cloud
scenes rotate. Scan Context [23] reserves maximum heights
and maps 3D point clouds to 2D planes by histogram
statistics. To achieve rotation invariance, it calculates all
possible column-shifted scan contexts line-by-line to find the
minimum distance, requiring longer search time than others.

Segments based methods: SegMatch [13] and
SegMap [14] present a high-level perception which segments
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point clouds into a set of distinct and discriminative elements
at object-level. They use a 3D CNN to encode segment
features and identify candidate correspondences by using
k nearest neighbors (kNN) in feature space. This approach
is a successful attempt towards humanoid perception.
Nonetheless, it needs a dense local map, and relations
among objects are not taken into consideration.

To address the above problems, we create a novel graph
representation at a semantic level, making it more concise
and effective. Then we apply a graph similarity network
instead of Euclidean distance to measure similarities of
scenes for better estimation.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present our semantic graph based place
recognition approach, which consists of semantic graph rep-
resentation and learning-based graph similarity computation,
as shown in Fig. 2. Our key insight is to recognize the scenes
from the human perspective, describe it at the semantic
level, and focus on encoding relations among semantic
objects. People usually recognize scenes by identifying some
semantic objects and observing their relative positions. For
this reason, we utilize semantic segmentation on raw point
clouds to obtain instances and further collect semantic and
topological information together to acquire nodes forming
the semantic graph. After this, the raw point cloud scene
is transformed into a topological semantic graph and the
place recognition task is now converted to a graph matching
problem. Moreover, a learning-based graph similarity com-
putation is applied to obtain the similarity scores between
pairs of scenes.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to use topological semantic graph representation and graph
matching in loop closure detection.

A. Semantic Graph Representation

Semantic Segmentation for Point Cloud: Some se-
mantic segmentation methods for point cloud have been
proposed recently [24]–[27]. RangeNet++ [27] is trained on
SemanticKITTI [28] dataset, which annotates the semantic
categories of each 3D point on the KITTI [16] odometry
dataset, including a total of 19 classes. In the experimen-
tal part, we use predictions of RangeNet++ (which can
be flexibly replaced by other methods) and annotations of
SemanticKITTI as semantic information respectively. We
merge dynamic classes to their corresponding static ones and
ignore classes like person, because they are either irrelevant
or few in number. The merged 12 categories are shown
in Fig. 3. Then, we set different clustering radii according
to semantic categories and obtain semantic instances by
Euclidean clustering. Specifically, for one single frame of
point cloud P =

{
p1, . . . , pM |pi ∈ R3

}
, we acquire the

semantic label of each point pi, and cluster points with the
same semantic label into a set of clusters I = {I1, . . . , IN},
Ii =

{
p1, . . . , p|pi ∈ R3

}
⊂ I which indicates different

instances, and their corresponding semantic labels are L ={
l1, . . . , lN |li ∈ R1

}
.
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Fig. 3: An illustration of semantic graph representation for
point clouds. Each node denotes an instance in the scene,
reserving its semantic and topological information.

Semantic Graph Construction: A 64-ring LiDAR usu-
ally captures more than 100k points per frame, which is
huge and redundant. To reduce the data, most of the existing
methods downsample the points randomly [9], [10] or project
them onto a 2D plane [23], [29]. Distinctively, we construct
topological semantic graph representation to reserve the
key information by retaining the semantic information and
topological relations of the semantic instances, which is more
concise and meaningful.

As shown in Fig. 3, for each instance Ii, we represent
it with a node Vi, preserving its semantic category li and
the centroid (x̄i, ȳi, z̄i) of the set of points (xj , yj , zj) ∈ Ii,
composing the node feature fi ∈ R4. In the node embedding
part, the semantic feature is one-hot encoded (e.g. all the
nodes with car type share the same one-hot encoding vector).
Thus, these nodes together form a graph that can represent a
point cloud scene. The LiDAR-based loop closure detection
is determined by comparing the similarity of two scenes,
which has now been turned into a similarity measurement
problem for two topological semantic graphs.

B. Graph Similarity Network

Graphs have a wide range of applications and there are
different similarity metrics, such as Graph Edit Distance
(GED) [30], Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS) [31].
However, computing these metrics between two graphs is
NP-complete [31], [32] and it is hard to compute the exact
distance within reasonable time [33]. Beyond this, some
challenges need to be tackled as well when implementing
graph matching in loop closure detection. The algorithm
needs to be representation invariant as the computed sim-
ilarity score should be permutation invariant to the order
of nodes. Besides, it should be rotation invariant because
reverse loop closure is common in real-world applications.
The computational efficiency and generalization ability are
crucial as well. Based on the above considerations, we pro-
pose the graph similarity network to perform graph matching
for place recognition inspired by SimGNN [34]. Our network
structure is shown in Fig. 2.

Node Embedding: Graph Convolutional Network
(GCN) [35] is the most popular method for aggregating node
features. However, the adjacent matrix should be defined
and fixed in advance. Given that our nodes can be seen
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Fig. 4: Detailed architecture of node embedding. We obtain node features on spacial and semantic level respectively, and
concatenate them together to get the node embedding.

as superpoints and Dynamic Graph CNN (DGCNN) [36]
is effective in point cloud feature learning, we adopt
EdgeConv introduced in DGCNN to capture local geometric
information while guaranteeing permutation invariance. Our
node embedding module applies a dynamically updated
graph instead of a fixed graph to group nodes semantically.
The detailed architecture is shown in Fig. 4.

In the EdgeConv layer, we find a set of k nearest neighbors
(kNN) for each node Vi in feature and Euclidean space, and
aggregate features within each set. Each node feature fi is
initialized with centroid information and one-hot encoding
based on the semantic label li. Each edge represents the
feature relation of fi and its k-nearest neighbors fmj , m =
1, 2, ..., k in feature space and edge function is defined as

hΘ (fi, fj) = h̄Θ

(
fi, fi − fmj

)
, (1)

where Θ is a series of learnable parameters. This operation
combines the global information captured by fi and the local
relations captured by fi−fmj . As independent convolution is
more efficient for multimodal features [37]–[39], we perform
feature aggregation separately on the spatial and semantic
level, and concatenate the output features together as the
final embedding ui of each node.

Graph Embedding: A weighted or unweighted average
of node embedding is usually used for generating a graph
embedding. Inspired by SimGNN [34], we would like to
estimate a learnable weight matrix associated with each node
by an attention module. We let the neural network learn
which node should receive higher attention and be more
representative of the overall graph.

For each node Vi, ui ∈ RD indicates the node embedding
of Vi, where D is the dimension of ui. We initialize the
global graph context c ∈ RD as a simple average of each
node embedding and followed by an activation function,
where we use a tanh(). So the global graph context c is

c = tanh

((
1

N

N∑
i=1

ui

)
W

)
, (2)

where W ∈ RD×D is a learnable weight matrix, N is the
number of nodes in a graph. The context c provides the

global structure and feature information of the graph which
is updated by learning W . We suppose that the node similar
to the global context should get higher attention weights.
To make the attention ai aware of c, we calculate the inner
product of c and each node embedding ui. To ensure the
attention weights are in the range [0, 1], we apply a sigmoid
function on ai. Finally, we acquire the graph embedding e
by the weighted sum of node embeddings as

e =

N∑
i=1

sigmoid (ai)ui

=

N∑
i=1

sigmoid

uitanh(( 1

N

N∑
m=1

um

)
W

)T
ui.

(3)

Graph-Graph Interaction: The relation of a pair of
graph-level embeddings e1, e2 can be accurately estimated
by a Neural Tensor Network (NTN) presented in [40]. The
NTN adopts a bilinear tensor layer instead of standard linear
neural network layer that directly relates the two vectors
across multiple dimensions, which is a more reasonable way
than calculating the inner product of e1 and e2. As shown in
Fig. 2, the model computes a feature vector to measure the
relation between graph-level embeddings using a function as

g (e1, e2) = ReLU

(
eT1 ω

[1:S]e2 + α

[
e1

e2

]
+ b

)
, (4)

where g ∈ RS is the output of the network. e1, e2 ∈ RD

are the feature embedding of two graphs. ω[1:S] ∈ RD×D×S

represents a weight tensor, α ∈ RS×2D represents a weight
vector and b ∈ RS represents a bias. The hyper-parameter S
denotes the number of slices and is set to 16.

Graph Similarity: We apply a set of fully connected
layers to gradually reduce the dimension of the similarity
vector and finally get one score per pair in the range [0, 1].
The ground truth is either 0 or 1 as we simplify the problem
to a binary classification task. We train the model with a
binary cross-entropy loss function.
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(a) KITTI00 (b) KITTI02 (c) KITTI05

(d) KITTI06 (e) KITTI07 (f) KITTI08

Fig. 5: Precision-Recall curves on KITTI dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset and Implementation Details

We evaluate the proposed method over KITTI odometry
dataset [16], which contains 11 sequences (from 00 to 10)
obtained by a 64-ring LiDAR (Velodyne HDL-64E) with
ground-truth poses. The ground-truth poses are used to
determine if there is a loop closure. In our experiment, two
point cloud scenes consist of a positive pair if the Euclidean
distance between them is less than 3 m, while the negative
one is over 20 m. Note that in the evaluation, positive pairs
with a timestamp greater than 30 s are considered to be
the true loop closures. In this setting, easy positive pairs
(adjacent scenes) will not be evaluated thus it can reflect the
real performances of the algorithms. These sequences (00,
02, 05, 06, 07, and 08) with loop closures are evaluated.
The sequence 08 has reverse loops and others only have
loop closures in the same direction.

The SemanticKITTI [28] dataset has 28 categories and
we merge them to 12 categories as shown in Fig 3. The
number of nodes varies in different scenarios, ranging from
10-70 on the KITTI odometry dataset. In the node embedding
part, we set k = 10 in kNN and pad fake nodes with
zero embeddings to obtain a fixed number of nodes (in our
experiment, we set it to 100), thus we can train the model
with a batch operation. We use 1-fold cross-validation and
each sequence is considered as a fold, that is, consider one
sequence as a test set and the others as training sets. All
the experiments are implemented based on PyTorch [41]
and Adam optimizer [42] with a learning rate of 0.001 is
used for training. There are a large number of negative pairs,

Methods 00 02 05 06 07 08 Mean

M2DP [9] 0.836 0.781 0.772 0.896 0.861 0.169 0.719
SC [23] 0.937 0.858 0.955 0.998 0.922 0.811 0.914

PV-PRE [10] 0.785 0.710 0.775 0.903 0.448 0.142 0.627
PV-KITTI [10] 0.882 0.791 0.734 0.953 0.767 0.129 0.709

Ours-RN 0.960 0.859 0.897 0.944 0.984 0.783 0.904
Ours-SK 0.969 0.891 0.905 0.971 0.967 0.900 0.934

TABLE I: F1 max scores on KITTI dataset.

thus we reserve all positive pairs and randomly sample some
proportion of negative ones.

B. Place Recognition Performance

To evaluate our semantic graph representation and graph
similarity network, we use both the RangeNet++ predictions
from model darknet531 (Ours-RN) and SemanticKITTI la-
bel (Ours-SK) as front-end, comparing with M2DP2, Scan
Context3 (SC) and PointNetVLAD. Specifically, for Point-
NetVLAD, we use both its pretrained (refined version)
model4 (PV-PRE) and retrained model on KITTI (PV-KITTI)
taking advantage of 1-fold strategy.

Quantitative Results: We analyze the performance using
the precision-recall curve in Fig. 5, and we calculate the

1https://github.com/PRBonn/lidar-bonnetal/tree/
master/train/tasks/semantic

2https://github.com/LiHeUA/M2DP
3https://github.com/irapkaist/scancontext
4https://drive.google.com/file/d/

1wYsJmfd2yfbK9DHjFHwEeU1a_x35od61/view
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Fig. 6: Graph visualization with attention weights from KITTI08. Note that it’s the same place with opposite views. The
number denotes the category of each node, and the color intensity represents the attention weight. The deeper the color, the
higher the weight. Fake nodes (zero-padding nodes) are -1 in figure and their one-hot encoding is zero vector.

Methods Occlusion Rotation

00 02 05 06 07 08 Mean Cmp 00 02 05 06 07 08 Mean Cmp

M2DP [9] 0.251 0.128 0.324 0.669 0.549 0.102 0.337 -0.382 0.425 0.344 0.415 0.668 0.590 0.348 0.465 -0.245
SC [23] 0.916 0.847 0.925 0.996 0.850 0.721 0.876 -0.038 0.937 0.859 0.954 0.998 0.936 0.813 0.916 +0.002

PV-PRE [10] 0.664 0.610 0.661 0.813 0.439 0.169 0.560 -0.067 0.332 0.133 0.348 0.668 0.647 0.202 0.388 -0.239
PV-KITTI [10] 0.777 0.696 0.632 0.900 0.579 0.112 0.619 -0.090 0.253 0.132 0.713 0.670 0.435 0.156 0.393 -0.316

Ours-RN 0.935 0.817 0.862 0.932 0.928 0.754 0.871 -0.033 0.959 0.858 0.894 0.939 0.977 0.779 0.901 -0.003
Ours-SK 0.941 0.841 0.864 0.954 0.935 0.844 0.897 -0.037 0.968 0.892 0.902 0.966 0.965 0.903 0.933 -0.001

TABLE II: F1 max scores on KITTI dataset when the point clouds are randomly occluded with 30◦ and rotated around
z-axis. Cmp is the comparison with the standard results shown in Table. I

maximum value of F1 score to evaluate different precision-
recall curves shown in Table. I. F1 score is defined as

F1 = 2× P ×R
P +R

, (5)

where P denotes precision and R denotes recall. As shown
in Fig. 5 and Table. I, our mean F1 max score outper-
forms other existing methods and our overall performance
is competitive. Especially for the challenging sequence 08
with reverse loops, M2DP, PV-PRE, and PV-KITTI have se-
vere degradation. Such methods based on global descriptors
cannot handle the viewpoint variations, while our approach
performs consistently. Thus when the viewpoint changes,
we can still report a confident result, which is further
proved in Section IV-C. Notably, the IoU (intersection-over-
union) of RangeNet++ is only 52%, which is not high and
will introduce noises like wrong labels and centroid offset.
Though Ours-RN is indeed lower than Ours-SK, it performs
satisfactorily, which indicates that better semantic prediction
will bring improvements. The evaluation results demonstrate
that our method is effective in large-scale place recognition.

Qualitative Results: Visualizations of the node attentions
in graph embedding is shown in Fig. 6. We observe that
nodes closer to the center receive higher attention while fake

nodes (the zero-padding nodes are -1 in figure and their one-
hot encoding is zero vector) receive lower attention. These
results are of intuitive significance and further prove the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

Furthermore, we show a piece of qualitative visualization
results in Fig. 7. We randomly choose a specific single scene
and measure similarities between it with other scenes in each
sequence. Then, we color the trajectories according to scores.
In fact, only the scenes near this chosen scene within a
distance threshold (e.g. 3 m) should be similar (color closer
to purple). We find our predictions are distinct and accurate.

C. Robustness Test

Occlusion: In a real scenario, dynamic objects (person,
vehicle, etc.) inevitably occur during long-term localization,
which brings occlusion in LiDAR point clouds. For vali-
dation, we randomly select a certain angle in the azimuth
and remove points within this area. In practice, we report
results with a removal range of 30◦ in Table. II. All methods
have some performance degradation due to information loss,
while our methods are the least affected. Because M2DP
depends on the point projection, it is sensitive to the change
of point distribution caused by the occlusion. PointNetVLAD
randomly samples 4096 points per submap as its input,
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Fig. 7: Similarity visualization. We randomly choose a single
scene in each sequence and zoom in similarity scores around
this scene. (Best viewed with zoom-in.)

resulting in vulnerability to the absence of the raw point
clouds. Scan Context divides the scene into several bins
and the miss of a few bins has less impact. The occlusion
in our semantic graph representation is equivalent to the
disappearance of some nodes, which is only a small part
of our representation, and the graph similarity network is
robust against the missing to some extent.

Viewpoint Changes: In practice, the viewpoint often
changes when arriving at the same place. Thus it‘s crucial to
handle the viewpoint changes. We randomly rotate the point
cloud’s heading and the results are shown in Table. II. Due
to the lack of rotation invariance, the effectiveness of most
methods drops dramatically. Although PointNetVLAD has
the T-Net modules aiming to regularize the input, it is still
not enough to achieve the rotation invariance. Scan Context
calculates distances with all possible column-shifted scan
contexts and finds the minimum distance, which introduces
repeat computation. Compared with local features and dis-
tributed features, the semantic information and topological
relations among nodes are rotation invariant and our semantic
graph representation captures both of them. The spatial and
feature relations among nodes are encoded in the node
embedding part of our graph similarity network. Besides,
compared with the raw point clouds, the number of nodes in
the graph is relatively small, which reduces solution space
and enables the network easy to converge.

Distance Thresholds: For specific task and application
scenario, different distance thresholds of positive pairs for
loop closure is needed. To evaluate the adaptability of our
approach, we adopt thresholds of 3 m, 5 m, and 10 m to
train the corresponding models. The Precision-Recall curves
on KITTI00 with 3 m, 5 m and 10 m are shown in Fig. 5a,
Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b respectively, which indicates that our
approach can maintain satisfactory performance.

D. Efficiency

For each frame, the descriptor size of M2DP, Point-
NetVLAD, Scan Context and ours is 192, 256, 20×60 and
100×4 (N×fi), respectively. Our graph similarity network is
lightweight, fast, and capable of obtaining similarity scores

(a) 5 m

(b) 10 m

Fig. 8: Precision-Recall curves on KITTI00 with different
distance thresholds.

for N places via a single pass through the network instead
of comparing them one by one. With the batch size of 128,
the inference takes about 9 ms and occupies 2820 MB GPU
memory on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, making it
applicable in real-time robotics systems.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel semantic graph based
approach for large-scale place recognition in 3D point clouds,
providing a promising direction for future research for a
more complete exploitation of semantic information for place
recognition. Compared to the existing methods focus on
extracting local, global, and statistical features of raw point
clouds, acting at the semantic level offers several advantages
in environmental changes and is more closely to the way
humans perceive scenes. Exhaustive evaluations demonstrate
the feasibility and robustness of our approach, especially for
reverse loops.

In future work, we will investigate in unsupervised se-
mantic feature learning of point clouds and its availability
on place recognition.
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